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abstract: recent research has established that African American Vernacular english 
(AAVe) is not monolithic. However, variation in AAVe has not been systematically 
described and mapped. This article uses new computational methods and social media 
to describe AAVe variation and to show AAVe dialect regions distinct from—and 
perpendicular to—the regions of other dialects of North American english. This 
study maps the geographic patterns of 30+ common nonstandard spellings on Twitter 
(e.g., sholl ‘sure’). It shows that nonstandard AAVe orthography delineates distinct 
dialect regions with shared phonological and lexical features. These regions are not 
coterminous with traditional North American dialect regions; rather, they align with 
patterns of movement during the Great Migrations.
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in recent years, use of online social media has exploded. As of january 
2014, 87% of all American adults use the Internet, and 74% of those par-
ticipate on social media platforms like Facebook or Twitter (Duggan and 
Smith 2013). Among teenagers this participation is even higher: 95% of 
teenagers have Internet access, and 81% use social media. Now that 90% 
of adults and 74% of teenagers use smartphones, tablets, or other mobile 
devices, they access the Internet by means of them. Such devices allow for 
geotagging: the addition of geographic metadata to text, images, and other 
social media posts. Smartphone use and social media adoption have created 
a torrent of geotagged individual data, much of it in text form.

In this article, I use text data extracted from the microblogging social 
media platform Twitter that contain nonstandard orthography to represent 
African American Venacular english (AAVe) and geographic metadata 
to situate linguistic variants. recent research in corpus-based dialectology 
shows that it is possible, in some cases, to use writers’ orthographic choices as 
indications of intended pronunciations and that geographic data extracted 
from social media can be reliably applied to dialect geography (eisenstein 
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2013, forthcoming; Grieve, Asnaghi, and ruette 2013; Scheffler et al. 2014; 
Cook, Han, and Baldwin 2014; Doyle 2014). Using Twitter data, coupled with 
fieldwork and traditional dialect geography, I will show that orthographic 
representation of AAVe on Twitter varies geographically and that the varia-
tion is not random: AAVe on Twitter patterns not only with the geographic 
spread of the black population in the United States, but also varies regionally 
with corridors of migration during the first and second Great Migrations.

reGionaL VariaTion in aFrican aMerican enGLisH

recent research increasingly suggests that, contrary to earlier suppositions, 
African American english (AAe) is not monolithic (Wolfram 2007)—and 
that AAVe is only a part of AAe—especially with regards to phonological 
variables (labov 2014). However, while there are numerous well-known 
dialect atlases and national level maps of other varieties of english, includ-
ing The Atlas of North American English (labov, Ash, and Boberg 2006), the 
Harvard Dialect Survey (Vaux and Golder 2003), and the Linguistic Atlas of 
New England (Kurath et al. 1939–43), large-scale variation in AAe has not 
yet been systematically mapped.

It is increasingly clear, though, that there are systematic regional pat-
terns of phonological variation in AAe. This is most evident in recent work 
done on postvocalic /r/. Whereas AAe is often taken to be nonrhotic in the 
“canon” (Wolfram 2015), work in the last 40 years has demonstrated AAe to 
vary from nonrhotic in Harlem and the Bronx (labov 1972) to fully rhotic in 
Iowa (riney 1993). Speakers in St. louis and Memphis may pronounce post-
vocalic /r/, but they increasingly have a vowel merger preceding it (Blake and 
Shousterman 2010). Moreover, these regional distinctions are complicated 
by other sociolinguistic factors, like class, education, and register (Weldon 
1994; Blake, Shousterman, and Kelley 2009; Prichard and Tamminga 2011; 
Nylund 2013; Fisher, Prichard, and Sneller 2014).

Such variation has implications for a number of open questions about 
the development and trajectory of AAe. on one hand, there is the Unifor-
mity Controversy: the question of whether AAe is becoming regionally dif-
ferentiated or if regional differences in AAe are in the process of becoming 
leveled through koine formation (rickford 1977; Trudgill 1989; Kerswill 
and Williams 2000; j. Siegel 2001; Kerswill and Trudgill 2005; Van Herk 
and Walker 2005; Salmons and Purnell 2010). It may also be the case that 
some aspects (e.g., syntax) are converging, and others (e.g., phonology) 
are diverging. on the other hand, there is the Divergence/Convergence 
Controversy: disagreement about whether AAe as a whole is diverging from 
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or converging toward other “mainstream” varieties of American english 
(Fasold et al. 1987; Bailey and Maynor 1989; Purnell and yaeger-Dror 2010; 
yaeger-Dror and Thomas 2010; labov 2014). Again, the third possibility is 
that in some respects it is converging and in others it is diverging.

The goal of this work is not to delineate dialect regions in AAe definitively, 
but rather to capitalize on the wealth of new data available through social 
media to identify possible variables and regions for investigation.

a noTe on orTHoGrapHy

Because of racial history in the United States, AAVe has been, and continues 
to be, a stigmatized dialect in this country. often viewed as defective, lazy, or 
bad grammar, AAVe is saddled with a reputation of simply being incorrect 
english (Charity Hudley and Mallinson 2011). However, it has been dem-
onstrated time and again that AAVe is a systematic, rule-governed dialect of 
english, like any other (Wolfram 1969; labov 1972; Pullum 1999; rickford 
1999). Because of its lack of prestige, there has historically not been any 
standard orthography for AAVe (Green 2002). As native AAVe speakers 
have fought for equal (and integrated) education, AAVe-speaking children 
have been expected to learn standard written english—based on the prestige 
Mainstream American english (MAe)—in school.1 While authors like Toni 
Morrison, William Faulkner, and Zora Neale Hurston have grappled with 
writing dialect as they heard it, none of their attempts or those of others have 
been widely adopted. As recently as 2004, no widely known or widely used 
AAVe orthography exists that represented the sounds of AAVe as distinct 
from MAe, as Thompson, Craig, and Washington (2004, 280) note:

African American students have models for spoken AAe; however, children do not have 
models for written AAe like they have for spoken AAe. Whereas AAe is an oral lin-
guistic system, students likely have minimal opportunities to experience AAe in print.

With the advent and widespread adoption of informal social media, such as 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, and others,2 this situation is rapidly 
and dramatically changing.

This article focuses on Twitter, a microblogging platform launched in 
2006 that allows users to publish “tweets,” text messages of 140 characters 
or less, often with hyperlinks to other websites or with images users have 
uploaded as part of their tweets. According to the Pew research Center, 
as of 2013 just under 20% of the online adult population of the United 
States uses Twitter, although its usership skews young and black, with 29% 
of non-Hispanic blacks using Twitter compared to 16% of whites and 16% 
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of Hispanics, and 31% of 18–29-year-olds of all ethnicities (Duggan and 
Smith 2013). These numbers are all likely higher for the 13–18 age group. 
Given the informal nature of this new platform for social writing, instances 
of inventive, nonstandard orthography are common in tweets:

1. ioneem kno chu talmbout
 I don’t even know what you are talking about
2. yeen kno nun bout dat
 you ain’t know nothing about that
3. iont mess w those mufuggas nomo
 I don’t mess with those motherfuckers no more

These are not misspellings, nonce words, or one-off coinages. on any given 
week, it is possible to collect thousands of tweets containing tokens like nun 
for MAe ‘nothing’, eem ‘even’, or sholl ‘sure’. For instance, on May 14, 2015, 
sholl  had been tweeted over 3,700 times during the previous week, and over 
15,000 times during the previous month (according to Topsy labs, http://
www.topsy.com).

MeTHodoLoGy

data. To perform this research, I used Twitter’s Application Programming 
Interface (API) to query the platform’s database of tweets. The code was writ-
ten in Python using the Twython package,3 which returns javaScript object 
Notation ( jSoN) objects containing data about Tweets relevant to the search 
terms provided.4 results were subsequently cross-validated using the Twitter 
package in r and using Gabriel Doyle’s SeeTweet, built in Python and r.

The Twitter API allows developers to extract up to 100 tweet objects per 
request and to make up to 180 requests in a given 15 minute window—but 
going back only 7 days.5 Tweets may be geocoded: each Twitter user has the 
option of enabling location services on his or her device (usually a smart-
phone), in which case the user’s latitude and longitude at the time of tweeting 
will be encoded in the tweeted object. It is important to note that this is not 
required, and the vast majority of tweeters do not enable location services.

For this research, I searched for tweets with words or phrases of inter-
est and compiled the tweet ID, the tweet text, latitude and longitude (when 
available), and (in later searches) the full jSoN object in a comma-separated 
value file.6 When possible, I collected 10,000 tweets for each word or phrase. 
Some terms returned only 5,000 in the last week; some returned as few as 
37. I supplemented the original sampling with further searches conducted 
semiweekly, so for some terms (e.g., yeen) I have upward of 20,000 tweets 

http://www.topsy.com
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within a one-month period (namely, April 2014). Terms with fewer than 
5,000 tokens were excluded from the analysis below.

of the tweets sampled, between 2.5% and 7% had location services 
enabled, which left between 150 and 800 mappable tweets for each word 
or phrase in the United States. Some terms that plausibly could represent 
AAVe phonology were wildly popular in the United Kingdom, liberia, or 
jamaica but were disfavored in the United States (e.g., sumpn ‘something’). 
The mappable results are well within a range amenable to linguistic analysis 
(cf. the 762 subjects in labov, Ash, and Boberg’s 2006 The Atlas of North 
American English). While it is possible to glean location information from 
tweets that are not geocoded (for instance, “eating a hoagie on SePTA. dis 
jawn is GooD” is unambiguously from Philadelphia, since SePTA refers 
to the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transit Authority, and both hoagie and 
jawn are lexical items particular to Philadelphia), I decided that for cur-
rent purposes, attempting to manually geotag tweets lacking location data 
was infeasible with data sets in the tens of thousands. Moreover, while it is 
possible for users to specify their location in their profiles, and many do, 
Twitter is very careful to emphasize that there is no way of knowing if such 
data are accurate (and in many cases, they are obviously not; “tha hood,” 
“sesame street,” “your mom’s house,” all show up, as well as places that no 
longer exist, like the notorious projects “Cabrini Green,” and the obviously 
fake 0.0 by 0.0, which is in the ocean off the coast of Morocco). As such, I 
decided not to use user profiles to locate tweets.

Subsequent calls to the Twitter API using the twitter package in r were 
performed, each using one of 53 latitude-longitude pairs with a 300-mile 
radius, which together covered the contiguous United States. These searches 
returned up to 100 geotagged tweets per geocode-radius combination. The 
resulting data sets were of comparable dimensions to those produced using 
Python. Moreover, geographic patterns were robust across methods and 
across a span of nearly a year. Figure 1 shows the locations of the 12,273 
geotagged tweets in the corpus

interpreting twitter data. While the focus of the present study is pri-
marily the geographic extent of use, and not its relative intensity, it is worth 
pausing here to discuss previous findings, since they validate the usefulness 
of Twitter in geolinguistic investigation.

Doyle (2014), for instance, argues that it is possible to use Bayes’s rule to 
build conditional probabilities over data given the metadata (i.e., the use of 
a dialect variant) from results queried on social media. He uses ubiquitous 
words like I, of, the, or a, to construct a baseline query whose distribution is 
approximately independent of the metadata and then invokes Bayes’s rule 
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to effectively reverse the conditionality of the query data. He compares 
the maps generated from his queries of Twitter with those in The Atlas of 
North American English (labov, Ash, and Boberg 2006) for needs done and 
the Harvard Dialect Survey (Vaux and Golder 2003) for double modals 
(e.g., might could) with nearly identical results. Doyle concludes that Twitter 
queries are robust to false positives and correlate tightly with the results of 
other heretofore standard methods. Moreover, he argues the sampling bias 
inherent in sampling from Twitter (skewing toward young, urban, and the 
interior classes) may actually prove beneficial for dialect geography, since 
it is precisely the groups most likely to be best represented on Twitter that 
tend to drive linguistic change (see labov, Ash, and Boberg 2006). Doyle’s 
method was used to validate the analyses presented here, especially where 
tokens seemed clustered, but such clustering could have been a first-order 
effect (i.e., the result of varying population density). It is not easily applied to 
AAVe-specific data, however, since it is much harder to find tokens to serve 
as a proxy for a baseline of use of AAVe: comparing against I and the is nec-
essarily comparing against all of english. Some colleagues have suggested 
comparing against a taboo word in MAe, nigga; however, this is problematic 
because it is not used in all varieties of AAVe by all speakers and does not 
occur with the frequency of determiners or pronouns. This analysis focuses 
on broad patterns of presence or absence, although in some cases SeeTweet 

figure 1
locations of the Geotagged Tweets in the Corpus Gathered as of january 2015 

(17,273 Tweets)
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was useful in determining what the regional pattern is independent of varia-
tion in (tweeting) population (as with, e.g., iont).

While Doyle focused exclusively on syntactic phenomena, much of the 
interesting phenomena relating to AAVe on Twitter are phonological, spe-
cifically, whether novel forms reflect how people actually speak and whether 
their geographic diffusion can tell us anything meaningful. A number of 
people have been working on precisely this topic, from different angles. Van 
Halteren and oostdijk (2012), primarily interested in Natural language 
Processing,7 attempt to solve the nontrivial problem of grouping various 
character strings with each other as tokens of the same word. They point 
out that aside from misspellings,

there is also quite a lot of spelling variation where the author deliberately chooses 
to deviate from standard spelling conventions. [3 (citing Tagg’s 2009 findings)]

They discuss variation in spelling errors and the possible influence from 
autocorrect and similar algorithms standard on smartphones, before going 
on to say:

As for these [orthographic errors], they are known, also in more traditional text, 
to be strongly related to pronunciation. This relation is even more pronounced 
in tweets because of the more informal nature of tweets and the fact that Twitter 
language tends to be much closer to spoken language. For Dutch, this means we 
can expect effects like n -deletion (inzette-inzetten (‘put in’); for n -deletion in Dutch 
spoken text, see e.g. (van de Velde and van Hout 2003) and confusion of phonemes 
which have various spellings (e.g. ij-ei: batterei instead of batterij (‘battery’)) or which 
are currently shifting in spoken Dutch (e.g. z-s : jeself instead of jezelf (‘yourself’); 
(van de Velde [Gerritsen, and van Hout] 1996)). [van Halteren and oostdijk 2012, 
3 (emphasis added)]

echoing van Halteren and oostdijk, eisenstein (2013) also finds that 
people tend to tweet how they speak. He focuses on three variables: -t/-d 
deletion (where a final coronal in a cluster is deleted, as in lef for ‘left’), 
th-stopping (where /T/ ü /f/ and /D/ ü /v/), and g -dropping (the use of /n/ 
instead of /N/ for word final -ing). All three of these phenomena are sensi-
tive to morphological and phonological context, and eisenstein finds that, 
on Twitter, the rates of their use line up perfectly with the expected rates in 
speech based on morphophonological context. He goes on to use geotagged 
tweets to compare these phenomena to population demographic data at a 
county level in the United States and finds that all three variables, strongly 
correlated with AAVe, occur at the rates one would expect in AAVe when 
sampled from predominantly black communities, again sensitive to mor-
phophonological context.
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eisenstein et al. (2012) also demonstrate that the adoption and spread 
of new words and forms on Twitter (“forms,” because his research includes 
emoji) is strongly geographically constrained, but also influenced by jumps 
from city to city. Their work strongly suggests that, in principle, it is possible 
to glean meaningful phonological data from Twitter. While the medium is 
different, the methodology developed by historical linguists to glean phono-
logical information about Vulgar latin using graffiti and other nonprestige 
sources (Grandgent 1907; Sturtevant 1920; Pope 1934; Kent 1945; Adams 
1977, 2013; Solodow 2010) proves equally applicable to tweets as to graffiti 
(T. jones, forthcoming); the methodology transcends the medium. Moreover, 
the “big data” analyses of language diffusion that have been done on Twitter 
corroborate labov’s cascade model of linguistic diffusion (eisenstein et al. 
2012). Crucially, this implies that—lacking historical data—the data gleaned 
from Twitter is amenable to the techniques of dialect geography developed 
by Bloomfield (1933), Martinet (1952), and others in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries.

possible confounds in social media data. While it is possible to extract 
phonological information from nonstandard orthography on Twitter, there 
are a number of possible confounds that could significantly bias the analysis.
As with Vulgar latin, chief among them is the threat of misunderstanding 
or incorrectly evaluating what is represented by innovative spellings, which 
could arise out of a lack of familiarity with the dialect or usage in question, 
misattribution of a term, or simply the assumption that the data conform to 
a particular framework without pursuing further analysis. These problems 
are best illustrated with actual examples.

First, one might misinterpret the sounds represented by the writing.For 
example, one of the terms I examined, nun ‘nothing’, suggests reduction to 
a single syllable /n√n/; however, further investigation proves this incorrect in 
many instances, as discussed below. Similarly, for talmbout ‘talking about’, 
the opposite error is tempting: assuming the / l / is pronounced when, in 
fact, the spoken form in question contains a long vowel, either [a:] or [O:].

Second, one can fail to situate social media data in a relevant linguistic 
framework (or more broadly, an application of an inappropriate theoreti-
cal framework to the data). For instance, eisenstein (2013) discusses the 
geographic diffusion of written forms on Twitter, among them bruh, a 
truncation of brother, that follows morphological truncation rules specific 
to AAVe (e.g., luh  ‘love’, cuh ‘cousin’, and cray ‘crazy’).8 As he points out, it 
would be a mistake to expect that the diffusion of written forms discussed 
in eisenstein (2013) represents geographic diffusion of a phonological 
change. For instance, Sammy Davis, jr., unambiguously said bruh during an 
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appearance on The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson on December 18, 
1972. eisenstein’s arguments that bruh as a written form on Twitter started 
in 2009 in Atlanta is a separate claim not refuted by the spoken use of bruh 
37 years prior. rapid changes, like those discussed in eisenstein (2013), are 
potentially of interest to linguists, although it should be kept in mind that 
timeseries analyses of Twitter data may not necessarily document the spread 
of a phonological innovation in real time, but rather its spread on social 
media up to its extent in the real world.

A third serious confound is erroneous attribution to the dialect under 
investigation. Many AAVe terms become “noticed” and borrowed by the 
white mainstream. When this happens, not only can we no longer attribute 
the terms exclusively to AAVe, but we can no longer glean reliable informa-
tion from the orthography, since it is not necessarily systematically tied to 
pronunciation in one dialect and terms are borrowed whole. Slang terms 
like twerk, ratchet, thot, and basic were excluded from the present research for 
precisely this reason. Moreover, the short life of slang makes such terms less 
reliable for the present project, especially with regards to the possibility of 
replication and future validation of the results presented here.

Variations on nomesain ‘know what I’m saying’ similarly proved useless; 
while there are thousands of tweets a week using the term, it has become 
noticed and the tweets are almost exclusively mock AAVe (Hill 1998), writ-
ten by nonblack users of Twitter, intended as racist humor. Similarly, turnt 
and turnt up have been recently borrowed into white MAe among speakers 
performing their concept of “black” wild behavior (Bucholtz 1999). Word 
final devoicing (and secondary glottalization or replacement of the /t/ with 
a glottal stop) is productive in AAVe, but not in MAe; however, if one were 
to query Twitter for turnt and expect the results to contain only AAVe data, 
one would be severely misled. Similarly, [™:] in hurr ‘here’, thurr ‘there’, err 
‘every’ is enregistered as typically St. louis AAVe (Blake and Shousterman 
2010) and has also been noticed and borrowed (with varying degrees of 
irony intended) into white mainstream english and was therefore excluded 
from this analysis.9

lastly, there is the danger of making incorrect assumptions about the 
data. There did not initially seem to be a principled reason why you ain’t, 
often pronounced [jèI] in New york City and Philadelphia, should be spelled 
yeen in tens of thousands of tweets per week. It turns out the data show a 
Southern pronunciation [jì:], unused in the Northeast. That it is actually 
pronounced [jì:] is corroborated by numerous songs by Southern rappers 
that use yeen (e.g., Soulja Boy’s “yeen Crunk” [Supraman, Stacks on Deck 
entertainment, 2008]).
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For researchers using social media data, familiarity with the dialect in 
question and its phonology is the ideal way to address the above. eckert 
(1988) demonstrated the value of ethnography in sociolinguistic investiga-
tion. Without having first determined the salient social categories of jocks 
and burnouts, her data from the study of sound change among adolescents 
in Detroit’s suburbs would have been largely uninformative. With regard to 
innovative written AAVe forms on social media, there are a number of ways 
of avoiding the above confounds through ethnographically informed study. 
obviously, field work is one: time spent in the AAVe-speaking community 
in the New york City, Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C., areas has elimi-
nated a number of possible phonological misunderstandings in the current 
investigation. A variation of that is time in the online community. reading 
and participating in so-called “black twitter” (ellis 2010; Manjoo 2010; Brock 
2012; Choney and Popkin 2012; Hoffberger 2012; F. jones 2013; Clark 2014; 
McDonald 2014; ramsey 2015)—as well as reading the corpus of tweets 
gathered—will give an intuitive feel for the material and better ideas of 
what else to investigate. While it is not only possible, but also much easier, to 
completely automate the extraction, processing, and storage of social media 
data, it is still enormously beneficial to read the corpora carefully. Finally, 
familiarity with relevant mass media is also helpful. For example, although 
hip hop is emphatically not the same as AAVe, it can be a good touchstone. 
For instance, it is clear that nun is two syllables because numerous tweets 
referenced French Montana’s hit song “Nigga, I Ain’t Worried Bout Nothin” 
(Excuse My French, Bad Boy records and Interscope records, 2013) as I ain’t 
worried bout nun, where nun is unambiguously two syllable, [n√?n]. Similarly, 
many songs available online (in this case, mostly found through youTube) 
demonstrate that yeen is unambgiuously always [jì:].

In the following sections, I discuss the forms I examined and the patterns 
that emerged. First, however, a note on classification is in order.

a note on user demographics and classifying aave data. A question that 
underlies this entire endeavor is the classication of AAVe tweets as AAVe. 
Colleagues have asked how one acquires demographic data, usually in the 
form of a question like “How do you know the person tweeting is black?” 
While the overwhelming majority of Twitter users have accurate avatars and 
occasionally tweet photographs of themselves, these really do not answer the 
question, which is not, after all, how do we know the user is black? rather, 
it’s how do we know the user speaks AAVe? In general, the use of AAVe 
grammatical structures (Spears 1982; Green 1998, 2002; rickford 1999; 
lane 2014; T. jones 2015; T. jones and Hall 2015), rhetorical styles, cultural 
allusions (memes in the sense of Dawkins 1972), and popular image macros 
(memes in the Internet sense) were used to make determinations while 
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reading the collected data. In this way, a number of tokens were eliminated 
from analysis (most notably, a large number of tokens of eem). While it was 
not attempted here, it may be possible to bootstrap AAVe identication using 
methods similar to those already used by Twitter and Google to identify tweet 
user language (eisenstein et al. 2014).

It should also be noted that this work is specifically an analysis of African 
American vernacular english. There are multiple registers in AAe (see 
Green 2002 for a discussion of some), and social media, especially Twitter, 
lend themselves to informal registers. Moreover, the use of nonstandard 
orthography is most necessary where the user’s intent is not well served by 
standard orthography: when the author wishes to communicate that they 
are using informal and basilectal AAe or more broadly for the explicit con-
struction of identity ( jaffe 2000, 2012; Anis 2007; Tagg 2009; l. jones 2010; 
Androutsopoulos 2011; Squires 2012; eisenstein 2013; Bamman, eisenstein, 
and Schnoebelen 2014; Shapp 2015).

mapping twitter data. All of the maps were made in r, using various pack-
ages, including maps, rgoogleMaps, and ggmap. Tweet information pulled 
from jSoN tweet objects and stored in a comma-separated values file was read 
into r, cleaned, and mapped as points using the latitude and longitude data 
associated with each tweet. Newer calls to the Twitter API, using the twitter 
package in r, include the entire jSoN object. Points on the maps indicate the 
location where an individual tweet was published. Tweets outside the United 
States were excluded (unless otherwise specified). Possible dialect regions 
were hand drawn in GIMP, a free, open source image editing program, and 
were corroborated by visual inspection of point maps and two-dimensional 
kernel density estimations performed in r and by use of SeeTweet.

It is important to note that using tweets for dialect geography poses a 
number of challenges. Most tweets are not geotagged. While some tokens 
occur only in certain regions, most occur in clusters with outliers. Further-
more, many of the tokens examined here occur at a low rate relative to 
overall Twitter use. For instance, two-word talm bout occured 27,285 times 
from july 30 to August 29, 2015, and Chicago is a main locus of use for this 
string; however, a random sample of 100,000 geotagged tweets from Chi-
cago (the search string was a single empty space, thereby sampling all tweets 
that contained more than one word) yielded only two. This means that to 
gather enough data for this project, each token technically comprises its 
own corpus, and rates are noncomparable across corpora. Moreover, use of 
sampled corpora increasingly common in the analysis of Twitter data will not 
generally capture the patterns here. The necessary volume of data to compare 
rate of use in a Twitter corpus is, at the moment, prohibitively large for most 
researchers. Hence, the analysis below draws on a combination of methods: 
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old fashioned (and unfortunately subjective) inspection by eye, 2D-kernal 
density estimations to better understand clustering (but not rate), and the 
use of SeeTweet to normalize against total tweets and estimate regional pat-
terns of preference and dispreference for a given term.

TwiTTer ForMs

In gathering data, I found that the emergence and convergence of new 
orthographic representations of AAVe on Twitter allows for an enormous 
amount of variation. My initial methodology was to search for terms of interest 
based on what I had already seen, as well as to use TweetDeck and Topsy to 
explore whether other spelling variations actually returned tokens of inter-
est before querying Twitter through the API.10 As the project progressed, 
more forms presented themselves and were added to subsequent queries. A 
sample of the terms queried on Twitter’s API (with frequency from july 31 
to August 29, 2015) listed in table 1.

Some initially promising forms, like bofum ‘both of them’ were excluded 
because they had become enregistered (Agha 2003, 2005, 2007; M. Adams 
2009). While bofum is tweeted enough to be included in the data, nearly 
every tweet was a metalinguistic commentary on AAVe, explaining that 
bofum means ‘both of them’, although to whom it means this was not ap-
parent, since there were exceedingly few tweets that actually use the form 
in any capacity other than explaining it. other forms occur at a very low, 
but apparently steady rate, like bednot and ioneem. There were not enough to 
glean meaningful information from mapping these forms, but they suggest 
directions for future research using historical Twitter data.

FindinGs

While many forms are examined here, they are clearly not random misspell-
ings; rather, they are connected by writers’ conscious choices about how to 
represent a mere handful of phonological phenomena:

Glottal stops
Nasal assimilation
Change in liquids (/r/ ü /l/ or vice versa)
th -fronting (/T/ ü /f/ and /D/ ü /v/) and th -stopping (/T/ ü /t/ and /D/ ü /d/)
ey -raising (/eI/ ü /i:/ in closed syllables)
(Surface) vowel length
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table 1
Sample of AAVe Forms Queried on Twitter

bednot ‘(had) better not’ 11
been did ‘BIN did’ (remote past) 3,420
been had a ‘BIN had’ (remote past) 16,945
been went ‘BIN went’ (remote past) 804
cuh ‘cousin’ 94,292
doe ‘though’ 628,968
drawlsb ‘drawers (i.e., underpants)’ 4,462
eem ‘even’ (as negative polarity item) 25,321
finna ‘going to’ (quasi-modal) 635,134
ieen ‘I ain’t’ 265
ioneem ‘I don’t even’ 7
iono ‘I don’t know’ 11,480
iont ‘I don’t’ 65,321
jawn ‘joint’ (i.e., ‘thing or woman’) 38,337
jont ‘joint’ (i.e., ‘thing, but not woman’) 1,580
nawl ‘naw’ (i.e., ‘no’)’ 20,988
nigga ‘guy’c 6,581,375
nuffin ‘nothing’ 13,307
nun ‘nothing’ 1,156,986
nutn ‘nothing’ 976
nuttin ‘nothing’ 11,173
rey tod ‘ready to’ (quasi-modal, cf. finna) 488
sholl ‘sure’ 6,945
somm ‘something’ 1,824
somn ‘something’ 6,152
sumfin ‘something’ 1,164
sumn ‘something’ 73,705
suttin ‘something’ 5,188
talm bout ‘talking about’ 27,285
talmbout ‘talking about’ 29,861
tryna ‘trying to’ (quasi-modal, cf. finna) 1,915,129
yeen ‘you ain’t’ 42,429
yuon ‘you don’t’ 776

a. False positives accounted for by searching for been had/have.
b. excluding tweets containing southern.
c. Nigga is more complex than this gloss suggests. Discussion can be found in jones 

and Hall (2015).
d. After eliminating el, del, nn, and force, the latter two to account for tweets about 

Star Wars: The Force Awakens.
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These six phenomena account for all of the forms gathered from Twitter 
here that can be reliably demonstrated to be AAVe either by co-occurance 
with AAe specific features (e.g., habitual be) or by pointing toward a constel-
lation of features strongly suggestive of AAe. Additionally, by mapping the 
tweets, clear patterns of dialect regions in AAVe emerge. I will treat both 
phonology and geography in turn.

aave phonology and twitter orthography. While Van Halteren and 
oostdijk (2012) and eisenstein (2013) have demonstrated that it is pos-
sible to extract meaningful phonological information from Twitter, all of 
their examples (-n deletion in Dutch, -t/-d deletion in AAVe, g -dropping, 
etc.) have the benefit of being phenomena for which the writing system has 
graphs or digraphs. For instance, /T/ and /D/ are both represented by th, and 
/N/ is represented orthographically as -ng. Whether -ng is present or just -n 
signals something easily understood and interpreted. However, there is no 
standard orthographic representation of a glottal stop (/?/). The most com-
mon, in standard written english(es), is to use an apostrophe. on Twitter, 
which many people use on smartphones, tablets, and other portable devices, 
the apostrophe is not on the main keyboard, takes additional keystrokes to 
find, and is therefore less likely to be used.

What’s more, like speakers of other varieties of english, AAVe speakers 
probably do not have /?/ as a separate phoneme. rather, it is an allophone 
of /t/ or a secondary feature that may occur with unvoiced or devoiced stops, 
as with final fortition (Fasold and Wolfram 1972; riney 1993; Thomas 2007; 
eddington and Channer 2010; Salmons and Purnell 2010; royer 2014). 
Here, a precis of the interplay of phonology and phonetics in social media data 
is in order: it is possible to determine how people speak from their attempts 
to reproduce their speech in informal written social media; however, this does 
not necessarily tell us about their underlying phonological representations 
as opposed to surface realizations. Tokens should therefore be evaluated on 
a case-by-case basis, and verified by recourse to other media where possible.

Despite the above, AAVe speakers have solved the problem of represent-
ing spoken glottal stops in written AAVe in two ways: (1) writing an unvoiced 
stop (often one that shares place of articulation with nearby obstruents) or 
(2) simply deleting it altogether. The first method yields forms examined 
here like iont, nutn, nuttin, suttin, sumpm, and sumpn. It also yields more 
idiosyncratic forms like goodt and badt (T. jones, forthcoming). The second 
method yields forms like nun, nuin, sumn, somn, and summ. Note that nun 
and nuin both represent two-syllable [n√?næ ] (as do nuttin and nutn from the 
above example) and sumn, sumpm, and the like, represent two-syllable [s √̀?næ ] 
or [s √̀?mæ ] (suttin, as well, for the former pronunciation).
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The difference between sumn and summ highlights the second phe-
nomenon: orthographic representation of nasal assimilation (rickford 
1977; Weldon 1994; Mayo et al. 1996; Thomas 2007; Thomas and Bailey 
2015). Some speakers have an underlying /n/ for these terms, but for some 
the syllabic nasal assimilates to the place of articulation of the preceding 
nasal. Some AAVe speakers pronounce words like seven, heaven, and eleven, 
as [sEbmæ ], [hEbmæ ], and [lEbmæ ].11 Progressive assimilation occurs on Twit-
ter in forms like summ ‘something’ and eem ‘even’. regressive assimilation 
occurs in forms like talmbout ‘talking about’ ([tO:mbaU?]) and sammich ‘sand-
wich’. The processes that give rise to these forms are easily captured with an 
ordered-rule approach.12

To confirm my intuition about the pronunciation of nun and sumn, 
I recorded African American native speakers of AAVe born and raised in 
Harlem and the South Bronx to investigate nasal assimilation in nuttin and 
sumn.13 The New york City informants have [s √̀?m°æ ]. The presence of a voice-
less syllabic nasal in isolation and in utterance-final position for all speakers 
I asked complicates the picture, but the broad pattern is still reliably visible, 
with clear nasal murmur on the devoiced segment (see figures 2 and 3). I’ve 
also noted unambiguous [s √̀?n°æ ] in field notes collected in Central Harlem. 
on Twitter, it is possible that sumn represents underlying phonology, and 
summ may be closer to representing phonetic reality, where the first /m/ is 
realized as nasalization on the vowel.

figure 2
Pronunciation of something [s √̀?n°æ ] by Male Native Speaker of AAVe 
from the South Bronx, Age 30–35, recorded November 14, 2014

5 KHz

0 Hz 0.56 sec
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Talmbout, mentioned above, is an excellent example of another phe-
nomenon: the (orthographic) presence of unexpected liquids. It highlights 
the danger of attempting to use Twitter alone to learn about phonology. 
It is highly unlikely that anyone pronounces the l in talmbout. It is likely 
interference from standard english orthography, where similarly, l is rarely 
pronounced in talking. Instead, here, it has the effect of ensuring the syllable 
is read as long [a:] or [O:]. Talm-bout/talm bout is by far the most popular form, 
although there are a number of other ways of representing the long vowel 
(e.g., taumbout, tombout).

In other instances, the unexpected ls are actually present in speech. I 
have collected over 20,000 tweets of sholl for MAe ‘sure’, and this form occurs 
roughly 7,000–9,000 times per month.14 According to native speaker infor-
mants from Washington, D.C., and New york City, this accurately represents 
a stereotypically Southern pronunciation, where the l is pronounced inter-
vocalically—that is, [So:lI:z] for MAe ‘sure is’.15 one informant from Texas 
attests that older family members pronounce the l in all environments, not 
just intervocalically. As shown below, the Southern stereotype is not entirely 
true, as sholl is used as far north as Chicago, but it is entirely absent in the 
Northeast. evidently, native learners of largely r -less and l -less AAVe posited 
the other phoneme when confronted with a choice between items that are 
often realized as phonologically null. While not pronouncing word-final r 
has been salient feature of some varieties of AAe for hundreds of years (e.g., 
sho or shaw  ‘sure’), to my knowledge, no one has yet discussed word-final l 
in sholl, and it remains largely unknown even in the AAe community outside 

figure 3
Pronunciation of nothing [n √?n°æ ] by Male Native Speaker of AAVe  

from Harlem, Age 30–35, recorded November 14, 2014

5 KHz

0 Hz 0.81 sec
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of the region where it is used, although there has been scholarly discussion 
of intrusive l (Gick 2002) and change in liquids (Troike 2015). Similarly, 
the token drawls is used for ‘drawers’ (i.e., ‘underpants’) across the United 
States—however when one controls for l -vocalization, it emerges that / l / is 
pronounced in drawls (i.e., [d∆O:lz]), in the same region as sholl, and is vocal-
ized elsewhere. In this case, one of the ways one can control for pronuncia-
tion is by examining intentional rhymes—while drawls is popular around 
Philadelphia, in unambiguous rhyming couplets it is rhymed with words 
like roars, suggesting [∆O@z], whereas in the same band where one finds sholl, 
running from louisiana through Georgia up to Illinois, one finds rhymes 
like “suck my balls through my drawls” or “in the hall in just my drawls.”16

Th (i.e., /T/ and /D/) is generally disfavored cross-linguistically, as it is in 
AAVe (labov et al. 1968; Baran and Seymour 1976; Seymour and ralabate 
1985; Green 2002; Wood 2003; Schleef and ramsammy 2013; Sneller 
2014), and it can move in two possible directions. In general, th -stopping is 
so ubiquitous on “Black Twitter” as to be uninteresting, although it is useful 
in corroborating the broad geographic pattern of AAVe use. However, some 
speakers, in some contexts, front th to /f/ or /v/. While I expected this to be 
common, it seems to happen on a large scale in AAVe on Twitter only in 
nothing, and this is very strongly geographically concentrated (see below). 
While we do find multiple tokens of sumfin, suffin, bruva ‘brother’, and the 
like, none are unambiguously AAVe, and some are obviously from British 
tourists when one examines the tweets individually (e.g., fink ‘think’). Most 
occur in liberia and in the United Kingdom, where there are dialects that 
have th -fronting.

Ey -raising (/eI/ ü /i:/) is a common phenomenon in the American South 
(and in Philadelphia), although it is generally below the level of conscious 
awareness (roberts 1997; Conn 2005; Prichard and Tamminga 2011). The 
most salient example I found was yeen ‘you ain’t’, which is strongly geographi-
cally constrained. Yain’t, yaint, ya ain’t, and you ain’t are the more common 
forms, although it is impossible to say with any degree of certainty whether 
any of them are AAVe, Southern American english, or informal MAe. Yeen, 
however, is only used in AAVe. Unfortunately, other stereotypically Southern 
examples of ey -raising (e.g., it’s reenin outside or peenful), while attested, did 
not occur at a high enough frequency to allow their inclusion in this analysis.

The final phonological phenomenon represented in the Twitter sample 
is long vowels. As mentioned above, it is important to note that bruh points 
to related terms like cuh and luh, all of which are truncated forms, and all 
of which have a long [√:] (cf. Moran 1993). While it might seem plausible 
a priori that there is a word-final [h] in these forms, -uh has emerged as the 
orthographic convention for representing [√:]. It should be noted that neither 
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word-final /√:/ nor word-final /h/ conforms to MAe phonotactics. Moreover, 
some of the forms may be the result of truncation similar to totes construc-
tions ( jones 2014; Spradlin 2015) and as such are not all interpretable as 
an orthographic convention for vowels in stressed, open syllables, as many 
(e.g., luh ‘love’) started as closed syllables (although the length may be epi-
phenomenal). Similarly, doe represents MAe ‘though’ (here, /doU/), and the 
l in talmbout indicates a long vowel. Here, familiarity with the dialect under 
investigation and recourse to other media are invaluable.

geography. eisenstein (2013) argues that the diffusion of novel terms on 
social media follows real-life social networks and spreads the same way we 
expect to see other language change (he argues for a variation of the cascade 
model). The fact that linguistic change in the digital sphere reflects behavior 
in the real world suggests that mapping Twitter data can be informative and 
is amenable to traditional techniques of dialect geography. The mapping of 
data from Twitter reveals startling and unexpected patterns and reinforces 
previous sociocultural analysis and folk theory. My research has two main 
geographic findings:

1. There are distinct dialect regions in AAVe, which do not correspond to the 
dialect regions for white english in labov, Ash, and Boberg (2006)(figure 4) 
and other Dialect Atlases. Moreover, the dialect regions align exceptionally 
well with patterns of movement from the (Second) Great Migration (figure 5), 
and support a narrative of population movement followed by linguistic inno-
vation.

2. There is strong influence from cities, with Atlanta and the Interstate-95 cor-
ridor forming competing loci for “Black Twitter,” and cities exhibiting distinct 
local flavor.

regarding the first, there are strong regional patterns, with the appear-
ance of four distinct regions. The first is the broadest region, which seems to 
be a rough approximation of the full extent of AAVe in North America on 
Twitter. It correlates with the geographic extent of the black population of 
the United States (figure 6), so it includes the Northeast (excepting Maine, 
Vermont, New Hampshire, and northern Massachusetts), the entirety of the 
South from the Atlantic to Fort Worth, and up to the Northern Cities as far 
west as Saint Paul. The West is largely empty,17 excepting a Twitter presence 
in Denver, Colorado, and in los Angeles and oakland, California, with some 
participation in Seattle, Washington and even Boise, Idaho.

Forms used include the modals tryna and finna (figure 7a), lexical items 
like nigga (figure 7b), bruh (figure 7c), cuh (figure 7d), and doe, and grammati-
cal constructs unique to AAVe, like stressed been (figure 8), which I extracted 
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figure 4
Dialect regions According to labov, Ash, and Boberg (2006, 121)

figure 5
The Second Great Migration 

(after M. Siegel 2005, based on Smallwood and elliot 1998)
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by querying been got, been did, been have, and been had, and then eliminating 
false positives like “Wake up America, you’ve been had!”18

Visually, the most immediately apparent region is the South (figure 9), 
stretching from Dallas/Fort Worth to the Atlantic, including Florida, and 
generally not stretching north above Tennessee (excepting St. louis) and 
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North Carolina or southern Virginia. Atlanta, St. louis, Memphis, and Dal-
las are clear centers of influence. The map for yeen (figure 10) exemplies 
this region.

This region is roughly coterminous with the nineteenth-century Afri-
can population in the United States, due to Southern slavery, and with the 

figure 6
Black Population in the United States by Quartile in 2010 

(U.S. Census Bureau, http://datamapper.geo.census.gov/map.html) 

figure 7
locations of Tweets Containing finna, nigga, bruh, and cuh

a. finna (modal) b. nigga ‘guy’

c. bruh ‘brother’ d. cuh ‘cousin’

Total Population
     0–78
     79–784
     785–5,477
     5,478–1,287,767

http://datamapper.geo.census.gov/map.html
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figure 8
locations of Tweets Containing Stressed been

figure 10
locations of Tweets Containing yeen ‘you ain’t’

figure 9
The Southern region
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majority of the current black population of the United States. Its status as a 
possible dialect region, however, is not an artifact of (black) population, as 
SeeTweet veries that yeen, for instance, is strongly favored in the South and 
strongly disfavored elsewhere.

The region is also clearly visible in the maps for other terms that are not 
limited exclusively to this region, including talmbout, where there is a prefer-
ence in the North for two-word talm bout and in the South for one-word forms. 
There is also a distinction between Northern and Southern preferences for 
how to write ‘nothing’, despite the widespread use of Northern nuttin in the 
South and Southern nun in the North.

The next clear region is the Northeast, roughly defined by the Inter-
state-95 corridor from Washington, D.C., to New york City (figure 11). 
It is clearly prominent in the maps for the use of suttin (figure 12a), and 
competing forms for ‘nothing’ (below). While the Northeast megalopolis 
(Gottmann 1964) is clearly visible in many of the maps, including the 
general maps above, it can skew the interpretation of point data because 
of its enormous population. Normalizing the data still leaves the Northeast 
corridor as a clear region; however, not all terms for which the region is 
distinguishable on a map are actually favored there. Suttin ‘something’ and 
nuttin and nuffin ‘nothing’ are favored in the Northeast, and nun ‘nothing’ 
and yeen ‘you ain’t’ are strongly disfavored. Terms local to individual cities 
in the Northeast corridor, discussed below, similarly help define the region. 
For other tokens, such as iont ‘I don’t’, for which the Northeast is visible in 
the point map (figure 12b), the apparent prominence of the Northeast can 
be demonstrated to be an effect of population, using SeeTweet.

figure 11
The Northeast region
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figure 12
locations of Tweets Containing suttin and iont

figure 13
The Great Migration region

a. suttin ‘something’ b. iont ‘I ain’t’

figure 14
locations of Tweets Containing sholl ‘sure’
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The last region is exemplied by sholl, talmbout, and drawls. It forms a verti-
cal band from former slave states to the Northern cities Chicago, Detroit, and 
Cleveland (figure 13). It does not generally include the Northeast, where 
there is less use of any form of talmbout and no use of sholl (figure 14). In the 
AAVe-speaking communities in Philadelphia and New york City that I am 
familiar with, talkin’ about is favored over talmbout. Similarly, while anecdotal, 
sholl has been completely foreign to everyone I asked from Philadelphia and 
New york City, but familiar to informants from Corsicana, Texas, and from 
Waldorf and Silver Spring, Maryland.

The second main finding is the strong influence of cities on forms used 
on Twitter. even when one accounts for the fact that Twitter skews urban, 
the influence of cities like Atlanta and St. louis is clear. Using traditional 
dialect geography techniques, we can hazard educated guesses about the 
origins of a number of terms. For instance, visual inspection of the point 
map of yeen (figure 10) strongly suggests the term originated near Atlanta 
and spread. Simlarly, sholl likely started near Shreveport, louisiana, jack-
son, Mississippi, or St. louis, Missouri. These intuitions about origins can 
be bolstered by the application of modern statistical methods: continuous 
two-dimensional kernel density estimate heatmaps allow us to refine our 
hypotheses. The maps in figure 15 reflect the intensity of use on Twitter, 

figure 15
Intensity of yeen, sholl, and talmbout/talm bout Use on Twitter

a. yeen ‘you ain’t’ b. sholl ‘sure’

c. talmbout/talm bout ‘talking about’
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and reflect clustering in the data suggestive of place of origin (but also sen-
sitive to first-order effects). Combining traditional and new computational 
methods, we can say that, from these data, it is likely that sholl originated in 
jackson, Mississippi, that yeen originated in Atlanta, Georgia, and that talmbout 
originated in Atlanta (although the two-word variant talm bout is preferred in 
Chicago). It is important to note, however, that spatial interpretation of point 
data can be significantly biased by sampling (o’Sullivan and Unwin 2003). 
So, rather than using the Twitter API “gardenhose” (which is a sample of 
roughly 10% of the “firehose” of all tweets) as in eisenstein et al. (2010),19 
I queried specific terms. Moreover, it is important to note that the data 
here consist of geotagged tweets in the timeframe of the query. Therefore, 
while such heatmaps allow us to refine our hypotheses, they must be used in 
conjunction with other methods. In these cases, however, we can expect the 
influence of cities to be much larger than randomness in the data, and 2D 
kernel density heat mapping indicates where points are most clustered. For 
this reason, we should give hotspots in areas with lower population density 
more weight (e.g., jacksonville). It is also important to note that because I 

figure 16
locations of Tweets Containing nuffin and nuttin ‘nothing’ on the east Coast

nuffin
nuttin
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queried individual search strings, data sets are not strictly comparable: we 
can superimpose plots of the data, but we cannot combine data sets, so cho-
ropleth maps of the intensity of one term relative to another are not possible 
(or rather, statistically valid) from these data.

Interestingly, there are clear, sometimes sharp, boundaries in the data, 
visible across data sets. Most striking, perhaps, is the boundary between nuffin 
and nuttin: nuffin is the dominant form in Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, 
Philadelphia is split, and New york is almost exclusively nuttin (figure 16). 
Native speaker informants from Washington D.C. confirm that nuffin is often 
heard there—whereas, anecdotally, I have not heard a single token of nuffin 
in New york in the last decade. While both forms are used across the country 
(albeit much less so than in the cities), it is clear that nuffin is preferred in 
the Washington, D.C.–Baltimore area and dispreferred in New york City.

This is particularly informative, because it would be easy to extrapolate 
widespread th -fronting in AAVe from reliance on just one corpus (say, the 
Philadelphia Neighborhood Corpus, if we use corpus in the broad sense) 
as phonologically definitive. However, more evidence from other, spatially 
diverse corpora would be necessary before we could make definitive state-
ments about AAVe as a whole.

Individual cities have unique linguistic identifiers on Twitter, as well. 
The Georgetown language and Communication in Washington, D.C. 
(lCDC) project recently received a great deal of attention in the popular 
press in discussing the “D.C. local Dialect.” Among the terms they conclude 
are unique to the Washington, D.C., area is jont (from ‘joint’). Jont ’s geo-
graphic distribution online corroborates the lCDC finding that it is unique 
to Washington, D.C. Similarly, Philadelphia’s sphere of influence is clearly 
visible from a map of jawn (also likely etymologically related to ‘joint’, but 
meaning both ‘thing’ and ‘woman’ in a derogatory sense, as in I got my side 
jawn that jawn she wanted, meaning ‘I got my mistress that thing she wanted’)
(see figure 17). other terms cannot be mapped due to a lack of geolocated 
data but appear to be strongly tied to a particular city—such as Baltimore’s 
rey to ‘ready to’. Initial data collection supports the lCDC’s assertion that 
syced ‘excited (about)’ (spelled by the lCDC as cised) and bama ‘bumpkin’ 
are local to Washington, D.C., as well.

The Northeast region, moreover, is characterized by nonhomogeneity. 
For instance, while broad swaths of the country have coordinated on a single 
term, Washington, D.C., Baltimore, Philadelphia, New york, and Boston 
tend to be more gradient, with individual cities exhibiting their own specific 
“homegrown flavor.”

Therefore, not only can we identify AAVe regions, but individual Twit-
ter users, even without location services enabled, could hypothetically be 
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figure 17
locations of Tweets Containing jont and jawn in Washington, D.C.,  

and Philadelphia

assigned to their cities of origin based on the informal spellings they choose. 
In effect, their tweets have an “accent.” This is also corroborated by Pavala-
nathan and eisenstein (2015), who find that users of Twitter are more likely 
to use nonstandard orthography in tweets directed at local audiences—and, 
moreover, corroborates some of the findings here: nuttin is local to New york 
City, nun preferred in Dallas, jawn in Philadelphia, and brova  ‘brother’ (with 
th -fronting) in Washington D.C.

Finally, it is worth noting that while AAVe can be broadly divided in to 
regions that align with patterns of movement during the Great Migration, 
innovation and exchange is not necessarily unidirectional. Many black 
Americans who live in Great Migration destination cities as a result of fam-
ily movement maintain ties to family in origin cities and towns. While the 
data suggest talm bout is most intensely deployed in Chicago (i.e., not one 
word, talmbout), the geographic extent of its use is similar to that of sholl. 
Furthermore, New york City and los Angeles pattern together on a number 
of terms, including strongly disfavoring forms popular elsewhere, like yeen 
and nun. The result is that Atlanta and Chicago pattern together and New 

jont
jawn
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york and los Angeles pattern together. The former is suggestive of an effect 
from the Great Migration, and the latter suggestive of the cascade model 
and consistent with findings about geographical diffusion on social media 
in eisenstein et al. (2012).

FUTUre direcTions

The data above suggest a number of directions for future research. Access 
to a complete (i.e., not sampled) historical corpus of tweets could facilitate 
the possible tracking in real time of the emergence and spread of new terms. 
Such a data set could allow time-series analysis of the data.

It would also be preferable to extract a set period from the Twitter “fire-
hose”—that is, all tweets over a given amount of time—to better compare 
prevalence of individual forms. The current data allow us to explore the 
geographical range of individual forms, but data sets are not strictly com-
parable across data sets (for instance, we cannot join the data sets for nuffin 
and nuttin to compare exact ratios of use within a given geographical area). 
existing “firehose” and “gardenhose” data sets, like eisenstein’s 2010 data 
set, have not proven useful in this respect: eisenstein et al.’s 2010 data, for 
instance, predates the widespread adoption of most of the forms examined 
here. As such, the above analysis is limited to discussion of presence and 
absence of a given term. That said, there is evidence that searching only 
geotagged tweets within a bounding box is a much closer approximation of 
the firehose than other sampling methods (Morstatter et al. 2013).

Another direction for future research is to perform fieldwork or tele-
phone surveys informed by online research. Such research can provide a 
better idea of the extent to which traditional methods, focused on exactly 
the same question, can corroborate data culled from Twitter and other 
online sources.

yet another direction is investigating whether the spread (or lack thereof) 
of AAVe-specific lexical and syntactic items, especially on social media, may 
be influenced by the fact that words are more salient to speakers than pho-
nological phenomena. one question is the extent to which this “noticing” 
facilitates or hampers the spread of these terms, as they transition from 
change from below (the level of consciousness) to change from above 
(labov 1966, 128).

Finally, analyses like the above need not be confined to Twitter; extend-
ing this type of research to other social media platforms will allow future 
research to identify and address possible platform-specific biases in the data 
and to cross-validate findings.
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concLUsions

New social media such as Twitter are amenable to analysis from careful, eth-
nographically informed research. Because of Twitter’s informal nature, users 
tend to write as they speak, making it possible to glean useful phonological 
information from tweets—as long as the analysis is informed by a thorough 
understanding of the dialects being explored.

Because there has historically been no standard orthography for stig-
matized dialects and because Twitter skews young, urban, and black, AAVe 
is particularly amenable to investigation on Twitter. Moreover, users are 
rapidly converging on conventional ways of writing AAVe, influenced by 
AAVe’s phonology, rather than writing in eye-dialect or using de facto stan-
dard methods of writing nonstandard speech imposed in the classroom with 
varying degrees of success.

This never-before-seen convergence of technological innovation and 
social factors provides linguists and other researchers a unique opportunity 
to study language variation and change in radically new ways—including the 
possibility of watching change in real time—while simultaneously validating 
the methodologies used by linguists for the past century.

In the case of AAVe, we are now able to investigate emerging dialect 
regions whose boundaries are not coterminous with the dialect regions 
represented in previous dialect atlases of North American english and quite 
literally to put AAVe back on the map.
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1. While it is also often referred to as Standard American english, I use Mainstream 
American english (MAe) here to avoid confusion with Southern American 
english.

2. youTube potentially plays a role, as there are popular videos of metalinguistic 
commentary on AAVe. Similarly, image macro and video memes on platforms 
like reddit and Vine may also play a role (e.g., the “[thus-and-such-group] be 
like…” memes).
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3. Generating the code in r is also possible, although the package for r is more 
limited.

4. For more detail, see the field guide at http://dev.twitter.com.
5. Historical data is available for purchase through third party providers authorized 

by Twitter. This may prove necessary for future investigation.
6. Newer iterations of the search code are more robust, returning also the user 

avatar, profile, html to display images in the tweets, retweet intensity and reach 
indices, and more.

7. Broadly, Natural language Processing is a subfield of computer science that 
focuses on enabling computers to better process human language.

8. Cuh ‘cousin’ and luh ‘love’ are widespread on Twitter. Both follow AAVe-specific 
truncation patterns, although luh is being borrowed into MAe.

9. Hurr ‘here’ was likely noticed by MAe speakers in Nelly’s 2002 breakout hit 
“Hot in Herre” (Nellyville, Universal records and Fo’reel), for which he won a 
Grammy in 2003 for Best Male rap Solo Performance.

10. TweetDeck is a Twitter oriented browser (http://tweetdeck.twitter.com). Topsy 
is a free Twitter Analytics website (http://www.topsy.com).

11. A humorous—and loving—example is Dizzy Gillespie’s “Swing low, Sweet 
Cadillac” (Swing Low, Sweet Cadallac, Impulse! records, 1967), although plenty 
of written examples can be found as far back as the nineteenth century in rep-
resentations of black speech.

12. /v/ ü /b/ feeds the nasal assimilation of place, /n/ ü /m/ in eem ‘even’, and the 
deletion of /@/ in about then leaves the nasal adjacent to /b/ in talmbout ‘talkin’ 
about’, feeding assimilation.

13. Samples were collected from friends who are native speakers of AAVe and were 
informally recorded in my apartment in Harlem and in their apartment in the 
South Bronx on November 14, 2014. We recorded samples from informal con-
versation, in isolation, and in the carrier sentences say X again and he ain’t said 
X. The participants were helping me collect similarly constructed AAe stimuli 
for a separate project, but did not know which words were of interest.

14. The frequency data on sholl ‘sure’ is from Topsy labs (http://www.topsy.com).
15. See, for instance, Dirty’s “Sholl Iz” (Keep It Pimp and Gangsta, Universal records, 

2003).
16. It is possible in some cases that the / l / is vocalized or deleted here; however, it is 

clear the author intends an underlying / l /. This is further discussed in T. jones 
(forthcoming).

17. Twitter use is generally sparse in the West, but moreso when looking at AAVe 
use.

18. Twitter users spell it been, not bin, as it is usually presented in the literature.
19. I do not challenge the validity of eisenstein et al. (2010); I’m noting that such 

a data set cannot answer the questions I ask in this article in a statistically valid 
way.

http://dev.twitter.com
http://tweetdeck.twitter.com
http://www.topsy.com
http://www.topsy.com
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